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Belgrade Great Sightseeing Tour
Price Per Person EURO 35

Short on time, afraid to miss something important or just want to avoid tiring wandering
around an unknown city? We offer you a unique approach to Belgrade Panoramic Sightseeing
which combines bus and walking tour concepts: personal experience for a group price, mustsee sights and historic background behind them, no long walking distances, no traffic jams or
dull audio guide murmuring random facts about the city. This half-day Panoramic Tour covers
almost everything you read and heard of Belgrade: downtown quarters, world-famous Belgrade
Fortress and Kalemegdan, New Belgrade’s socialistic blocks, prominent St. Sava Temple and so
much more! Competent and friendly live guide will be there for you, ready to answer any
question, give an advice and assist you during a photo-pause. You will walk via streets where a
bus can’t pass, and get to farther places quicker than if you did it on your own. Have a closer
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acquaintance with Belgrade, see its sights from a better angle and seize the opportunity to
cover a lot more in one day!

- Get the detailed picture of Belgrade in a half-day
- Notice the difference between New and Old Belgrade
- Enjoy Belgrade’s highlights from bus and walk by the must-see sights
- Hear the story of the capital: from ancient to modern times

Departure: from your accommodation
Departure time: every day @10h
Duration: 4h
Minimum for realization: 4 persons
Means of transport: coach and walking tour
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Great Sightseeing Tour
Price Per Person EURO 20

The history of Yugoslavia is one of the most vulnerable points in regional mentality: different
interpretations and misleading information are the reason for that reality. Some people
nowadays remember that time with nostalgia, others consider it a nightmare. We tried to
follow the most objective approach to that tricky time and created Red Belgrade Communist
Tour that portrays the most contradictory era of our country covering the period from World
War II to 2000s. Reveal the past of Yugoslavia, Third World's Power of the 20th century, shed
light on shadow politics of the epoch, feel the wind of change that brought the tragedy of 1990s
after years of Brotherhood and Unity.
- Paradox of communistic capitalism
- The towering figure of Josip Broz Tito
- Conspiracy theories and urban legends of the 20th century
- Rock'n'roll behind the Iron Curtain
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- Lifestyle of a common Yugoslav
- Yugoslav History Museum entry in price

Meeting point: Republic Square by the Big Clock
Departure time: every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday @12h
Duration: 4h
Minimum for realization: 4 persons
Means of transport: Combined walking and trolley tour
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Taste Belgrade Tour
Price Per Person EURO 75

You will never really get to know Serbian culture and feel country’s soul until you live through
local routine. Getting acquainted with every day essentials will let you solve Belgrade’s
gastronomy puzzle: chitchat over most quality coffee in charming coffee bar, warming smell of
fresh bread in the local bakery, buzzy bazaar with friendly market men letting you try their
products… Test if you are a sweet tooth in a pastry-shop and find out how Balkan haute cuisine
tastes like! Follow your guide on a sweet-n-sour tour around Belgrade: we guarantee to whet
your appetite with mouthful of delicious tastes, curious stories and traditional experience of a
local! You will learn about coffee drinking rituals, find out where your food comes from, enjoy
the irresistible 8-course menu featuring ingenious team of New Balkan Cuisine and feel yourself
the cream of the crop!

- Enjoy the daily coffee ritual
- Peek in “Her Majesty” bakery
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- Chitchat with locals at the market
- Sweeten up your visit to Belgrade
- Get a bite of modern Balkan cuisine

Meeting point: Republic Square by the Big Clock
Departure time: every Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday @10h
Duration: 5h
Minimum for realization: 4 persons
Means of transport: Combined walking and minivan tour
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Avala Tower & Rakia Museum
Price Per Person EURO 39

If you wish to enjoy a breathtaking view over Belgrade, “charge your batteries” with the energy
of pure nature and inspire your soul with the help of delicious rakia, believe us, this city escape
tour is perfect for you! We will take you for a “walk in the clouds” to Avala Mountain famous
for the Monument to the Unknown Hero, mysterious remains of Žrnov Fortress and Belgrade’s
landmark – Avala Tower with a stunning view from the 360° platform entered at 122m. Seize
the moment and make a great panorama photos from the highest observation point in
Belgrade! After we’ll drop you off at Avala’s foothill and reveal the hidden Museum devoted to
Serbian national drink – rakia. After tasting this liquid gold and getting acquainted with the
technology of production of one of the most famous brands of rakia, you will surely be able to
say that you know what Serbian hospitality and local spirit are, literally and metaphorically!
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- Charge your batteries and learn what Serbian hospitality is
- Enjoy stunning view from 360° Observation
Platform of Avala tower
- Reveal energizing taste and deep philosophy of rakia
- Drive and stories are provided, you only have to enjoy!

Departure: from your accommodation
Departure time: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday @10h
Duration: 5h
Minimum for realization: 4 persons
Means of transport: minivan/bus
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Novi Sad & Sremski Karlovci Tour
Price Per Person EURO 49

Set off for an adventure and get a full-day acquaintance with Vojvodina, Northern Province of
Serbia. Being the border between Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian Empires, Vojvodina
reconciled different styles and influences, nations and traditions which resulted in an authentic
mix worth visiting!Find out more about Serbian religious legacy and visit Krušedol monastery at
Fruška Gora National Park, famous for numerous churches that sheltered Serbs in the period of
Turkish invasion. Then dive into a slow-paced lifestyle of Sremski Karlovci, little town with
fantastic ambience and architecture, famous for wine production and spiritual influence over
Serbian culture. Wine-tasting at a local winery will give you inspiration for upcoming sightseeing
at Petrovaradin - 17th century fortress, famous venue of EXIT Music Festival. Enjoy Novi Sad,
city with a very strong sense of identity which will seduce you with its charming passages, fancy
downtown, open-minded people and European Capital of Culture for 2021.
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- Walk through vibrant streets and squares of Novi Sad
- Conquer Petrovaradin Fortress known as „Gibraltar on Danube“
- Feel the atmosphere of the „museum town“ of Sremski Karlovci and taste authentic local
wines
- Visit picturesque Serbian „Holy Mount“ of Fruška Gora and famous monastery

Departure: from your accommodation
Departure time: every day @9h
Duration: 8h
Minimum for realization: 4 persons
Means of transport: minivan/bus
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Resava Treasury Tour
Price Per Person EURO 59

Set off for a “time-machine” trip and travel through millions of years! Discover the hidden
treasure of Mother Nature and monumental gems of Serbian Medieval state. An hour ride from
Belgrade will take you to the 15th century - the epoch of Stefan Lazarevic, outstanding Serbian
ruler. Step in the Stronghold of Manasija Monastery surrounded by a powerful fortification with
11 towers and feel the atmosphere of Medieval Europe. Proceed to the next destination and
get chills from the low temperature and beauty of Resava Cave that is 80 million years old. Peek
at this silent maze and admire decorative art created by ingenious nature! Let the splashes of
Lisine waterfall wake you up after the darkness of the Cave and enjoy the view of crystal clear
water rushing down the hill. Isn’t it the best place to have a lunch at and try fresh trout from
the local pound?
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- Travel to 15th century within walls of Manasija
- Walk through the maze in Resava Cave
- Feel refreshing splashes of Lisine waterfall
- Try out pescetarian offer of Serbian cuisine

Departure: from your accommodation
Departure time: Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday @9h
Duration: 9h
Minimum for realization: 4 persons
Means of transport: minivan/bus
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Danube Tour
Price Per Person EURO 79

Join us on the tour down the flow of mighty Danube and meet the “witnesses” of different
epochs and events that took place on Serbian land. Set off from Belgrade to fantastic Golubac
Fortress built on inaccessible cliffs near the widest part of the Danube. During a boat ride on
the mirror-surface of Danube you will see this fairytale-like Fortress from the best perspective!
Your “time machine” tour will bring you back to the Neolithic era when you proceed to
prehistoric urban settlement and archaeological sight of Lepenski Vir. This unique museum
uncovers information about our ancestors from the VI century BC, their way of life and mindset
proving that ancient Homo sapiens had been way more advanced than we predicted. The final
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destination is Viminacium - archaeological park with the remains of the Roman town and
military fortification on the land that used to be Province Moesia Superior. Upon learning about
Roman lifestyle and culture, proceed to the exposition with the remains of a mammoth that
walked here 5 million years ago.

- Travel through different epochs that mighty Danube witnessed
- Enjoy mysteries of medieval Golubac Fortress
- Travel to Neolith by visit to culture of Lepenski Vir
- Learn about Roman way of living and military tactics and see mammoth remains

Departure: from your accommodation
Departure time: Wednesday, Friday and Sunday @8h
Duration: 11h
Minimum for realization: 4 persons
Means of transport: minivan/bus
*Danube boat ride depends on weather conditions!
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